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ABSTRACT
We study the effects of optically thin radiative cooling on the structure of radiatively inef-
ficient accretion flows (RIAFs). The flow structure is geometrically thick, and independent
of the gas density and cooling, if the cooling time is longer than the viscous time-scale (i.e.
tcool ! tvisc). For higher densities, the gas can cool before it can accrete and forms the standard
geometrically thin, optically thick Shakura–Sunyaev disc. For usual cooling processes (such
as bremsstrahlung), we expect an inner hot flow and an outer thin disc. For a short cooling
time the accretion flow separates into two phases: a radiatively inefficient hot coronal phase
and a cold thin disc. We argue that there is an upper limit on the density of the hot corona
corresponding to a critical value of tcool/tff( ∼ 10–100), the ratio of the cooling time and the
free-fall time. Based on our simulations, we have developed a model for transients observed
in black hole X-ray binaries (XRBs). An XRB in a quiescent hot RIAF state can transition
to a cold blackbody-dominated state because of an increase in the mass accretion rate. The
transition from a thin disc to a RIAF happens because of mass exhaustion due to accretion;
the transition happens when the cooling time becomes longer than the viscous time at inner
radii. Since the viscous time-scale for a geometrically thin disc is quite long, the high-soft
state is expected to be long-lived. The different time-scales in black hole transients correspond
to different physical processes such as viscous evolution, cooling and free fall. Our model
captures the overall features of observed state transitions in XRBs.

Key words: accretion, accretion discs – X-rays: binaries.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Black holes (BHs) are the simplest astrophysical objects, completely
specified by their mass and spin. BHs are also the most powerful
sources in the Universe because of their strong gravity. Roughly
∼10 per cent of the rest mass energy of the matter falling into
BHs can be extracted in the form of radiation and jets/outflows.
While BHs themselves are quite simple, accretion flows around
them are not. The accretion flows are affected by complex, non-
linear processes such as turbulent angular momentum transport,
cooling and radiation (see Balbus & Hawley 1998; Narayan &
Quataert 2005 for a review).

There are two well-established classes of astrophysical BHs: stel-
lar mass BHs (∼10 M⊙), the end products in the evolution of some
of the massive stars (see Woosley, Heger & Weaver 2002, for a
review); and supermassive BHs (∼106–1010 M⊙) at the centres of
galaxies. Both these classes of BHs show two dominant states of the
accretion flow around them: an optically thin, geometrically thick,
hot radiatively inefficient state (e.g. see Ichimaru 1977; Rees et al.
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1982); and an optically thick, geometrically thin blackbody disc
state (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973). The quasars observed at high red-
shifts, with a dominant blackbody component, are examples of thin
disc accretion in supermassive BHs. The quiescent active galactic
nuclei (AGN) at low redshifts lack thermal disc emission and are
modelled as radiatively inefficient accretion flows (RIAFs). Because
of shorter time-scales in X-ray binaries (XRBs) the same system
can be observed to transition from a quiescent state to a black-
body state and vice versa (see Remillard & McClintock 2006 for a
review).

Most accretion flow simulations model the RIAF state because
one does not need to worry about cooling and radiation transport
(e.g. Stone, Pringle & Begelman 1999; Igumenshchev, Narayan &
Abramowicz 2003; Beckwith, Hawley & Krolik 2008; Penna et al.
2010). Another problem in modelling thin discs is the enormous
resolution required for a realistic H/R ∼ 0.001–0.01 (ratio of disc
height to radius). There are a handful of simulation papers which
include some effects of cooling on RIAFs (e.g. Fragile & Meier
2009; Barai, Proga & Nagamine 2012; Li, Ostriker & Sunyaev
2013). Progress has been made recently to include most of the rele-
vant physics (magnetic fields, radiation, cooling, etc.) in numerical
simulations (e.g. Ohsuga et al. 2009; Ohsuga & Mineshige 2011)
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Figure 1. (a) Initial density contour plot for the run with ρ0 = 106mp g cm−3. Panels (b) and (c) show evolution without viscosity and panels (d) and (e) with
viscosity ν ∝ r1/2 and α = 0.01 (see equation 6). The grid resolution is 5122.

The magnitude of the constant viscosity (for ν = constant case) is
obtained by evaluating ν in equation (6) at R0. Similarly, the nor-
malization for ν ∝ ρ case is chosen such that the viscous time-scale
at R0 is the same as in ν ∝ r1/2 case.

Note that, in absence of cooling, equations (1)–(3) are indepen-
dent of the density normalization (since P ∝ ρ and σ ∝ µ ∝ ρ,
provided the kinematic viscosity ν is not a function of density).
Thus, the accretion flow structure in absence of cooling is identical
if we normalize the density by its initial maximum value (this can
be seen from Figs 1e and 3a which show density at late times for
RIAFs with different initial densities). Furthermore, the only spatial
scale in equations (1)–(4) is the Schwarzschild radius Rg, which is
proportional to the BH mass (e.g. Rajesh & Mukhopadhyay 2010).
Thus, if we scale all the spatial scales with Rg, velocities with c,
time with Rg/c, density with the initial maximum value ρ0, P and
e by ρ0c2, ν by cRg, then in absence of cooling (i.e. for RIAFs)
there is no explicit dependence on the BH mass in equations (1)–
(4). Therefore, our results can be scaled to a wide range of systems
– from accretion flows around stellar mass BHs, namely XRBs, to
those around supermassive BHs, namely AGN.

2.2 Key time-scales and RIAFs

Here we list some of the important time-scales involved in accretion
flows with cooling. The viscous time-scale of the accretion flow,
which is the time taken by the matter to accrete on to the BH, is
given by

tvisc = r2

ν
. (7)

We define the free-fall time-scale of the flow to be

tff ≡
!

2r3

GM
. (8)

The cooling time-scale of the flow is given by

tcool = e

ė
, (9)

where ė = neni$(T ) is the cooling rate. If kB is Boltzmann’s con-
stant and n denotes the total number density, then e = 3nkBT /2
and ė ≈ −n2$(T ), and hence tcool ∝ n−1. Thus the cooling time is
shorter for a denser optically thin accretion flow.

If the cooling time is shorter than the viscous time (i.e. tcool ! tvisc)
in RIAFs the accretion flow separates into two phases, a coronal
phase with long cooling times and a dense optically thick, geometri-
cally thin disc. Both these phases are in thermal equilibrium: viscous
heating balances blackbody radiation in the thin disc; viscous heat-
ing balances optically thin cooling and adiabatic expansion in the
coronal phase. A dense accretion flow develops these two phases
because an optically thin flow which cools efficiently is globally
unstable (e.g. Piran 1978). The two-phase corona disc is globally
stable. If cooling in the coronal phase dominates heating, excess
mass can condense on to the thin disc and equilibrium is achieved.
Similarly if heating in the corona dominates, excess energy goes
into evaporating matter from the thin disc and in launching out-
flows. Although the corona is in global thermal equilibrium, it can
become locally thermally unstable for short cooling times, and ex-
cess mass from the corona can condense into cold blobs which fall
on the thin disc (see Section 3.5 and Sharma et al. 2012).

In our simulations we do not include radiative transport and hence
are unable to simulate a realistic standard thin disc. Note that, as
the RIAF cools, it becomes dense and radiation does not simply
escape, but diffuses with a short mean free path. The gas becomes
optically thick before cooling to 104 K (which is the temperature
of the stable phase for our cooling function; cold thin disc exists
at this temperature in our simulations). Therefore, in reality, the
thin discs should be hotter and of lower density compared to those
in our simulations. We note that our thin discs are severely unre-
solved because photon transport (e.g. Ohsuga & Mineshige 2011) or

geometrically-thick optically-thin accretion flow with viscosity

no viscosity

without cooling
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First, the initial torus was placed at different locations from the BH,
namely at R0 = 50, 100 and 200Rg (note that d = 1.125 and ν ∝ r1/2

for all three cases). For all the cases, the density contours in the
inner region of the accretion flow in steady state were found to be
very similar in overall shape. Next, different initial cross-sectional
areas of the torus were chosen, namely d = 1.05 that corresponds
to a smaller nearly circular torus, d = 1.3 that consists of a fatter
torus deviating from a circular cross-section, and d = 1.125 that
corresponds to a torus midway between the two extreme cases (note
that R0 = 100Rg and ν ∝ r1/2 for all three cases). Again all the cases
were found to exhibit very similar density contours in steady state.
These results indicate that the final steady state is not too sensitive
to the initial conditions and we conclude that the accretion flow is
independent of the initial distribution of matter around the BH, and
the way the BH is fed, as long as the circularization radius (R0) is
far away from the Schwarzschild radius.

We have also used different functional forms of the kinematic
viscosity, namely, ν = constant and ν ∝ ρ (note that d = 1.125 and
R0 = 100Rg). In order to assess the dependence of the accretion
flow on ν, one can arrive at a rough scaling of ν and density with
radius from the conservation of angular momentum (cf. equation
2.8 of Pringle 1981). In steady state this implies that the viscous
and the advective fluxes in the equatorial plane satisfy

νρHR3 d#

dR
≈ Ṁ#R2

2π
, (12)

where the accretion rate Ṁ = constant. Now, on assuming that the
rotational velocity is nearly Keplerian, the above equation leads
to νρH = constant. Thus the structure of a RIAF depends on the
form of the kinematic viscosity. The results from these two runs
(ν = constant and ν ∝ ρ) look very similar, as explained in Stone
et al. (1999). They differ from the ν ∝ r1/2 case in that they show

a more pronounced corona at inner radii. Our results with varying
viscosity (ν) are consistent with equation (12).

3.2 Runs with cooling

In this subsection we discuss in detail the effects of bremsstrahlung
cooling on the accretion flow. Simulations without cooling are in-
variant to any change in ρ0, but the runs with cooling are not. Low-
density runs are essentially RIAFs throughout (even with cooling),
but an increase in density eventually leads to the condensation of the
hot gas and the formation of a cold thin disc. Ideally the accretion
rate Ṁ (or even better Ṁ/ṀEdd, where ṀEdd is the Eddington rate)
should be chosen as the parameter to study this transition, but ρ0 is
a useful proxy.

3.2.1 The fiducial cooling run

Figs 2(a)–(d) show the variation of the two-dimensional tempera-
ture contour plots with time for the accretion flow having an initial
maximum density ρ0 = 1010mp g cm−3 and viscosity parameter
α = 0.01 (see equation 6; Run A.01n10 in Table 1). The accretion
flow starts off as a geometrically thick, hot flow. It gradually de-
velops a peanut-like shape after about 7 orbits (roughly the cooling
time at R0) and also shows the onset of cold high-density gas in the
mid-plane. After 9 orbits the low-density corona displays a pinch at
about 100Rg, and a more extended cold, thin disc is formed. Once
steady state is attained, one sees the clear formation of an inner
low density, hot (T ∼ 1010−11 K), geometrically thick corona and a
geometrically thin, cold (T ∼ 104−5 K) disc which extends till very
close to the BH.

Since the cooling time is inversely proportional to the density,
a higher density (or equivalently a higher mass accretion rate)

Figure 2. (a)–(d) The time evolution of temperature contour plots for the fiducial cooling run with ρ0 = 1010mp g cm−3 and α = 0.01. (e) The variation of the
mid-plane aspect ratio (H/R) with radius (R/Rg). The black (dot–dashed), blue (dotted), red (dashed) and green (solid) lines correspond to the snapshots (a),
(b), (c) and (d), respectively. The grid resolution is 5122.
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corresponds to a shorter cooling time and an increase in the ra-
diative efficiency of the flow. Thus, we conclude that the initial
density of the torus in this case is high enough to trigger the on-
set of bremsstrahlung cooling, which eventually condenses the hot
flow to form a geometrically thin cold disc. Some corona models re-
quire conductive heating of the upper layers of the thin disc to form
the corona via evaporation (e.g. Meyer & Meyer-Hofmeister 1994;
they also include viscous heating but it seems to be subdominant
in their models). Our corona is maintained by viscous heating; in
reality, magnetic dissipation and evaporation due to thermal conduc-
tion (magnetized thermal conduction is quite non-trivial to model
faithfully) should also play a significant role (see Section 3.3). Ir-
respective of the source of heating, the corona exists in a state of
rough dynamical and thermal equilibrium, where maximum density
is governed by the physics of local thermal instability in presence
of gravity (see also Section 3.5).

The transition to a thin disc is further illustrated in Fig. 2(e), which
shows the variation of the disc height to radius ratio (H/R; a measure
of geometrical thickness of the flow) as a function of radius (R/Rg).
The disc scale height H ≈ cs/! is calculated using the mid-plane
(θ = π/2) value of cs ≈

√
P/ρ and ! ≈

!
GM/R3. The black (dot–

dashed), blue (dotted), red (dashed) and green (solid) lines show the
H/R of the accretion flow at 3.5, 7, 9 and 24 orbits, respectively.
Initially the flow is geometrically thick throughout, with a high
H/R ! 0.1. As accretion continues, H/R starts dropping near the
density maximum (around 100Rg), leading to the formation of a
geometrically thin disc. We note that the innermost region is always
geometrically thick with H/R ! 0.1, however, as time progresses,
the geometrically thin disc with H/R ∼ 5 × 10−4 moves closer in

to the BH (up to about 20Rg). Note that Fig. 2(e) shows spikes in
H/R in the region of the cold thin disc because there is hot gas at
some of the grids in the equatorial plane (at z = 0). This increases
the estimate of H/R locally. Also note that the extreme outer region
is not a thin disc because the low-density hot gas has a long cooling
time.

The accretion flow is expected to have an inner RIAF and an
outer cold disc because the cooling time, tcool ∝ T1/2/n, is expected
to decrease outward faster than the viscous time, tvisc = r2/ν. As
we discuss in the next sections, this ratio determines whether a thin
disc forms at a given radius.

3.2.2 Dependence on initial density

The fact that a minimum threshold density is required to trigger ef-
ficient bremsstrahlung cooling is better illustrated in Fig. 3, which
compares results from simulations having three different initial den-
sities. Fig. 3 shows the steady state contour plots of density (top
row), the ratio tcool/tvisc (middle row) and the variation of H/R with
radius (bottom row), for accretion flows with different initial den-
sity normalizations: ρ0 = 109mp g cm−3 (left-hand column; Run
A.01n9), ρ0 = 1010mp g cm−3 (middle column; Run A.01n10) and
ρ0 = 1011mp g cm−3 (right-hand column; Run A.01n11). Note that
all the three cases have the same viscosity parameter α (= 0.01; see
equation 6), i.e. the same viscous time, but different cooling times
due to the difference in the density of the accreting matter.

We observe that the accretion flow with the lowest initial density
ρ0 = 109mp g cm−3 in Fig. 3(a) is throughout geometrically thick

Figure 3. (a)–(c) Top row shows the density contour plots in the steady state for runs with three different initial densities. (d)–(f) Middle row shows the
contour plots of the ratio of cooling to viscous time (tcool/tvisc). (g)–(i) Bottom row shows the variation of H/R with R/Rg. The grid resolution is 5122.
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with H/R ! 0.1 (Fig. 3g) and resembles the flow without cooling
in Fig. 1(e). The entire flow can be classified as a hot, low-density
corona which is radiatively inefficient. However, as ρ0 increases to
1010mp g cm−3 (Fig. 3b) the hot corona is restricted to the innermost
radii and there is appearance of a cold, geometrically thin disc
with H/R ∼ 5 × 10−4 (Fig. 3h). The time evolution of this run is
discussed previously (see Fig. 2). For ρ0 = 1011mp g cm−3 the cold
disc extends very close to the BH (up to "10Rg; Fig. 3i) and the
inner coronal bulge has diminished significantly relative to the disc
(Fig. 3c). Thus, ρ0 = 1010mp g cm−3 seems like a threshold density,
which marks the transition from a geometrically thick hot flow to a
geometrically thin cold disc.

The condition for the formation of a geometrically thin disc is
governed by the ratio of the cooling time and the viscous time
(tcool/tvisc). Fig. 3(d) shows that tcool/tvisc is everywhere greater than
1. Thus the flow is dominated by viscous effects and cooling does
not affect the flow because the gas accretes before it can cool. As
the initial density (ρ0) increases the cooling time becomes shorter
and cooling starts to become important. Fig. 3(d) shows that the
ratio tcool/tvisc will become smaller than unity close to the dense
torus if the initial density is increased by a factor of 10. Indeed, the
run with ρ0 = 1010mp g cm−3 shows a thin disc with tcool/tvisc ≪ 1
beyond 20Rg in the steady state and the inner RIAF has tcool/tvisc ! 1
(Fig. 3e). A similar conclusion is drawn from Figs 3(c) and (f) for
the case with ρ0 = 1011mp g cm−3, which is a completely cooling-
dominated flow, resulting in a thin accretion disc extending till
within 10Rg. The H/R ratio in the thin disc for the two high-density
cases is similar (∼5 × 10−4). As mentioned earlier, this ratio for the

cold thin disc is not physically consistent because vertical radiative
transport is ignored in our simulations.

3.2.3 Dependence on α parameter

So far we have only considered flows with different initial densities
but with the same viscosity parameter α (see equation 6). If the
criterion for the formation of a cold thin disc is tcool/tvisc " 1 then
increasing α (i.e. decreasing tvisc) should result in a higher initial
density for which the transition of a RIAF to a thin disc happens.
To test this, we study two runs with α = 0.1 (10 times the fiducial
value), and initial densities ρ0 = 1010mp and 1011mp g cm−3. Since
the viscous time is 10 times shorter than the fiducial case, tcool/tvisc

in steady state for ρ0 = 1010mp g cm−3 and α = 0.1 run is expected
to be similar to the run with ρ0 = 109mp g cm−3 and α = 0.01
(Fig. 3d). Therefore, we do not expect the ρ0 = 1010mp g cm−3 run
with α = 0.1 to show a thin disc in the steady state. This is indeed
the case as can be seen from Fig. 4(b).

Fig. 4 shows the two-dimensional temperature contour plots of
runs with different viscosity parameters (αs) and initial density
normalizations (ρ0s). The left-hand column corresponds to the runs
with α = 0.01, while the right-hand column corresponds to those
with α = 0.1. Interestingly, although Figs 4(b) and (c) correspond
to the same ρ0, they look absolutely different. After 9 orbits the
run with ρ0 = 1010mp g cm−3 and α = 0.01 (our fiducial cooling
run) shows the condensation of a cold geometrically thin disc with
T ∼ 104 K, while the run with the same density but with α = 0.1

Figure 4. Temperature contour plots for different runs illustrating the importance of the ratio tcool/tvisc: (a) α = 0.01, ρ0 = 109mp g cm−3; (b) α = 0.1,
ρ0 = 1010mp g cm−3; (c) α = 0.01, ρ0 = 1010mp g cm−3; (d) α = 0.1, ρ0 = 1011mp g cm−3. The grid resolution is 5122.

higher density required
for thin disk to form at high α
as expected from tcool/tvisc
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be brought about by an increase in the mass accretion rate. This can
happen due to the variability of wind from the massive companion
(e.g. Eversberg, Lépine & Moffat 1998) due to instabilities close to
the Roche lobe (e.g. Sawada, Matsuda & Hachisu 1986), or due to
viscous instability of accretion flows (say, due to thermal/viscous
instability caused by fast opacity variations with temperature close
to 104 K; Meyer & Meyer-Hofmeister 1981). A recent example of
the variability of mass accretion rate on large scales in AGN is
the discovery of a dense gas cloud falling in the accretion zone of
Sgr A∗, the Galactic Centre BH; this cloud is expected to cause a
sudden increase in the mass accretion rate followed by a significant
brightening of its X-ray and broad-band emission (Gillessen et al.
2012). Of course, the amount of mass dumped in this case is too
small to cause the formation of a thin blackbody disc.

The mass and the density of RIAFs in our simulations decrease
with time because of accretion. Therefore, to produce a transition
from a RIAF to a thin disc state we need to add mass to the accretion
flow. To mimic the increase in the mass accretion rate we include a
source function in the density evolution equation (equation 1) given
by

ρ̇(r, θ ) = 9
ρ0

torb
exp

!
− (r sin θ − R0)2 + (r cos θ )2

(10Rg)2

"
, (13)

where ρ0 is the initial density normalization, R0 is the radius where
mass addition is centred (chosen to be the centre of the initial dense
torus at 100Rg) and torb = 2π/#0 is the orbital time at R0. The scale
over which mass is deposited is 10Rg and the mass source function
falls steeply beyond that. The mass is added with the local velocity
and internal energy density.

The initial condition of our RIAF to thin disc transition run
(Fig. 6a) is the end state (at 24 orbits) of our low-density run with
ρ0 = 109mp g cm−3 and α = 0.01 (similar to Fig. 3a). Fig. 6(b)
shows how the addition of mass looks like at early times – the mass
being added at the local temperature (T ∼ 108–9 K) in a circular
region of radius 10Rg about R0. Since mass addition is continuous,
the density of the flow starts increasing, and after a few orbits the
cooling time becomes shorter than the viscous time. This leads to
the formation of a cold thin disc having T ∼ 104 K. With time, as the
density increases further because of mass addition, there is more
efficient cooling of the hot coronal gas into a geometrically thin
disc which extends both inwards and outwards. The final steady
state shows a geometrically thin disc extending very close to the
BH, surrounded by a hot low-density corona with T ∼ 109 K. The
expansion of the thin disc towards the BH takes place at the viscous
time-scale (tvisc) at the inner edge of the disc in Fig. 6(c). With more
mass added, the disc expands viscously both inwards and outwards
(Figs 6d and e).

3.4.2 Thin disc to RIAF transition

The transition from a geometrically thin cold disc to a hot RIAF
requires the reduction of mass in the accretion flow such that
tcool/tvisc ! 1 throughout. This happens naturally if the mass ac-
cretion rate in the thin disc at inner radii is larger than the mass
addition rate at larger radii. Thus the thin disc to a RIAF transition
happens on the viscous time-scale at the outer thin disc (mass is
dominated by outer radii), which can be quite long. Transient en-
ergetic events such as large magnetic flares and explosive nuclear
burning are not expected to get rid of sufficient mass from the thin
disc because most of the energy is expected to be coupled to the hot
corona and not the cold massive disc.

Fig. 7 shows the time evolution of a high-density run with a steady
thin disc. The initial condition of this run is obtained by evolving
our standard ρ0 = 1011mp g cm−3 and α = 0.1 run for 24 orbits.
Fig. 7 shows the temperature contour plots as transition occurs from
a geometrically thin to a geometrically thick accretion flow. This
transition happens simply because of exhaustion of mass due to
accretion. The thin disc slowly recedes from the inner region until
disappearing completely, giving way to a hot geometrically thick,
low-density corona (RIAF). The viscosity parameter α is chosen
to be 0.1 instead of α = 0.01 in order to accelerate the evolution,
which still takes about 40.5 orbits to transform into a RIAF.

3.5 Density upper limit in corona

In the previous sections we have established the condition neces-
sary for the formation of a cold, geometrically thin disc, namely,
tcool/tvisc " 1. We have also observed that if the initial density
is high enough to trigger bremsstrahlung cooling, the final steady
state consists of both a geometrically thin cold disc and an inner
hot low-density corona. The next question which arises is about the
distribution of matter in the hot and cold phases. More precisely,
what is the gas density distribution in the hot corona around a cold
thin disc?

In order to address this question we have carried out simula-
tions with different forms of accretion viscosity: ν ∝ r1/2, ν ∝ r0

and ν ∝ ρ. The magnitude of the viscosity is chosen such that
tcool/tvisc " 1 in the RIAF and hence a cool disc condenses. A subtle
point to note is that this ratio should be calculated in the RIAF
state before a thin disc condenses. The ratio tcool/tvisc can be ≪1
in the corona at the radius where a thin disc exists because here
the corona is in thermal equilibrium (e.g. Fig. 8b). Any imbalance
between the cooling and heating of the corona will be compensated
by condensation on (or evaporation from) the thin disc. Fig. 8 com-
pares the ratio of cooling to viscous time (tcool/tvisc) and the ratio of

Figure 6. Transition from a geometrically thick to a geometrically thin disc induced by addition of mass. The grid resolution is 5122.
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be brought about by an increase in the mass accretion rate. This can
happen due to the variability of wind from the massive companion
(e.g. Eversberg, Lépine & Moffat 1998) due to instabilities close to
the Roche lobe (e.g. Sawada, Matsuda & Hachisu 1986), or due to
viscous instability of accretion flows (say, due to thermal/viscous
instability caused by fast opacity variations with temperature close
to 104 K; Meyer & Meyer-Hofmeister 1981). A recent example of
the variability of mass accretion rate on large scales in AGN is
the discovery of a dense gas cloud falling in the accretion zone of
Sgr A∗, the Galactic Centre BH; this cloud is expected to cause a
sudden increase in the mass accretion rate followed by a significant
brightening of its X-ray and broad-band emission (Gillessen et al.
2012). Of course, the amount of mass dumped in this case is too
small to cause the formation of a thin blackbody disc.

The mass and the density of RIAFs in our simulations decrease
with time because of accretion. Therefore, to produce a transition
from a RIAF to a thin disc state we need to add mass to the accretion
flow. To mimic the increase in the mass accretion rate we include a
source function in the density evolution equation (equation 1) given
by

ρ̇(r, θ ) = 9
ρ0

torb
exp

!
− (r sin θ − R0)2 + (r cos θ )2

(10Rg)2

"
, (13)

where ρ0 is the initial density normalization, R0 is the radius where
mass addition is centred (chosen to be the centre of the initial dense
torus at 100Rg) and torb = 2π/#0 is the orbital time at R0. The scale
over which mass is deposited is 10Rg and the mass source function
falls steeply beyond that. The mass is added with the local velocity
and internal energy density.

The initial condition of our RIAF to thin disc transition run
(Fig. 6a) is the end state (at 24 orbits) of our low-density run with
ρ0 = 109mp g cm−3 and α = 0.01 (similar to Fig. 3a). Fig. 6(b)
shows how the addition of mass looks like at early times – the mass
being added at the local temperature (T ∼ 108–9 K) in a circular
region of radius 10Rg about R0. Since mass addition is continuous,
the density of the flow starts increasing, and after a few orbits the
cooling time becomes shorter than the viscous time. This leads to
the formation of a cold thin disc having T ∼ 104 K. With time, as the
density increases further because of mass addition, there is more
efficient cooling of the hot coronal gas into a geometrically thin
disc which extends both inwards and outwards. The final steady
state shows a geometrically thin disc extending very close to the
BH, surrounded by a hot low-density corona with T ∼ 109 K. The
expansion of the thin disc towards the BH takes place at the viscous
time-scale (tvisc) at the inner edge of the disc in Fig. 6(c). With more
mass added, the disc expands viscously both inwards and outwards
(Figs 6d and e).

3.4.2 Thin disc to RIAF transition

The transition from a geometrically thin cold disc to a hot RIAF
requires the reduction of mass in the accretion flow such that
tcool/tvisc ! 1 throughout. This happens naturally if the mass ac-
cretion rate in the thin disc at inner radii is larger than the mass
addition rate at larger radii. Thus the thin disc to a RIAF transition
happens on the viscous time-scale at the outer thin disc (mass is
dominated by outer radii), which can be quite long. Transient en-
ergetic events such as large magnetic flares and explosive nuclear
burning are not expected to get rid of sufficient mass from the thin
disc because most of the energy is expected to be coupled to the hot
corona and not the cold massive disc.

Fig. 7 shows the time evolution of a high-density run with a steady
thin disc. The initial condition of this run is obtained by evolving
our standard ρ0 = 1011mp g cm−3 and α = 0.1 run for 24 orbits.
Fig. 7 shows the temperature contour plots as transition occurs from
a geometrically thin to a geometrically thick accretion flow. This
transition happens simply because of exhaustion of mass due to
accretion. The thin disc slowly recedes from the inner region until
disappearing completely, giving way to a hot geometrically thick,
low-density corona (RIAF). The viscosity parameter α is chosen
to be 0.1 instead of α = 0.01 in order to accelerate the evolution,
which still takes about 40.5 orbits to transform into a RIAF.

3.5 Density upper limit in corona

In the previous sections we have established the condition neces-
sary for the formation of a cold, geometrically thin disc, namely,
tcool/tvisc " 1. We have also observed that if the initial density
is high enough to trigger bremsstrahlung cooling, the final steady
state consists of both a geometrically thin cold disc and an inner
hot low-density corona. The next question which arises is about the
distribution of matter in the hot and cold phases. More precisely,
what is the gas density distribution in the hot corona around a cold
thin disc?

In order to address this question we have carried out simula-
tions with different forms of accretion viscosity: ν ∝ r1/2, ν ∝ r0

and ν ∝ ρ. The magnitude of the viscosity is chosen such that
tcool/tvisc " 1 in the RIAF and hence a cool disc condenses. A subtle
point to note is that this ratio should be calculated in the RIAF
state before a thin disc condenses. The ratio tcool/tvisc can be ≪1
in the corona at the radius where a thin disc exists because here
the corona is in thermal equilibrium (e.g. Fig. 8b). Any imbalance
between the cooling and heating of the corona will be compensated
by condensation on (or evaporation from) the thin disc. Fig. 8 com-
pares the ratio of cooling to viscous time (tcool/tvisc) and the ratio of

Figure 6. Transition from a geometrically thick to a geometrically thin disc induced by addition of mass. The grid resolution is 5122.

mass continuously added 
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Figure 7. Transition from a geometrically thin to a geometrically thick flow due to viscous exhaustion of the thin disc. The grid resolution is 2562.

Figure 8. (a)–(c) Top row shows the contour plots of tcool/tvisc in steady state at late times. (d)–(f) Bottom row shows the plots of tcool/tff at the same times.
From left to right, ν = constant, ν ∝ ρ and ν ∝ r1/2. The grid resolution is 5122 in all cases. Note that the plots on the rightmost panel are zoomed-in.

cooling to free-fall time (tcool/tff) at late times, for these runs with
different forms of viscosity. We observe that the ratio tcool/tvisc in
the inner hot corona surrounding the cold thin disc is different for
the different forms of ν; this is expected since tvisc depends on ν.
However, the minimum value of tcool/tff in the corona close to the
thin disc, for all the three cases, is quite similar (∼10–100). Thus
we can conclude that the ratio of the cooling time to free-fall time,
tcool/tff ∼ 10–100, corresponds to the upper limit on the density of
the hot corona, irrespective of viscosity.

The corona is cooling due to bremsstrahlung and is heated due to
viscous dissipation (equation 3). Thus it is in rough thermal balance
in steady state. Even if the corona is in thermal balance, mass cannot
be added to it indefinitely, as a dense corona is expected to undergo
multiphase cooling due to local thermal instability; excess mass
should condense and fall on to the cold disc (Gaspari, Ruszkowski
& Oh 2013). This is analogous to what happens in dense cores of
galaxy clusters, which, as shown by Sharma et al. (2012), self-adjust
such that the ratio of the thermal instability time-scale (tTI) to the

free-fall time-scale (tff) satisfies tTI/tff ! 10 everywhere, in order
to achieve global thermal balance. The minimum tcool/tff ratio in
our accretion disc corona is 10–100 and respects the above limit,
irrespective of viscosity. A detailed investigation of subtleties due
to differences in the cooling time and the thermal instability time,
spherical versus Cartesian gravity (see McCourt et al. 2012; Sharma
et al. 2012), etc. is beyond the scope of this paper. The heated corona
can lead to outflows but we have not evolved our simulations long
enough to verify this.

The distribution of gas in the disc versus the corona is further illus-
trated by Fig. 9(a), which shows the mass of the cold (T ∼ 104–5 K)
and hot (105 ≤ T ≤ 1010.5 K) gas in the accretion flow, as ρ0 is
varied. Note that the cold gas represents the geometrically thin disc,
while the hot gas makes up the low-density, geometrically thick
corona. We observe that for ρ0 < 1010mp g cm−3 there is no cold
gas. However, as ρ0 increases and crosses the tcool/tvisc " 1 thresh-
old, the mass of the cold disc increases steeply. On the contrary, the
mass of hot gas increases much slowly compared to the mass of the

stop adding mass
cold gas is viscously depleted at ~ viscous time of mass peak

in reality outflows can also deplete thin AD
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Figure 9. (a) Variation of mass in the hot phase (>105 K; red dashed line) and in the cold phase (<105 K; blue solid line) with ρ0. (b) The transition radius
Rtrans as a function of ρ0. The x-axis on the top panel gives the corresponding accretion rate ṁ = Ṁ/ṀEdd through the inner boundary in quasi-steady state,
where the Eddington accretion rate is ṀEdd = 6.8 × 1024 g s−1 for a 4 × 106 M⊙ BH. All runs use α = 0.01. The filled circles, open triangles and open
squares correspond to grid resolutions of 1282, 2562 and 5122, respectively.

cold gas. As we have already discussed, the coronal density has an
upper limit (corresponding to tcool/tff ! 10–100), so the increase
in the hot gas mass with increasing ρ0 occurs because of a bigger
size of the corona, and because of a larger fraction of gas at higher
densities (and lower temperatures).

3.6 Transition radius

An important indicator of the structure of the accretion flow is the
transition radius (Rtrans), the radius at which the hot accretion flow
at smaller radii (R < Rtrans) transitions to a thin disc at larger radii
(R > Rtrans). There is so far no accurate method to estimate the exact
location of Rtrans, both theoretically and observationally (Narayan
& McClintock 2008). For quantitative estimates we define Rtrans to
be the radius where H/R ≈ 0.02, recalling that the geometrically
thick RIAF has H/R ≈ 0.1 and H/R " 10−4 for a thin disc. We
have already seen that for our simulations with ρ0 < 1010mp g cm−3

there is no cold gas and the entire flow is a hot RIAF. (If the initial
torus is placed much farther out, then a thin disc can form at larger
radii even for a smaller initial ρ0.) Thus, the transition radius for
ρ0 = 109mp g cm−3 can be considered to be >100Rg. As the density
of the flow increases (which is equivalent to an increase in the mass
accretion rate), we note that Rtrans decreases monotonically, i.e. the
cold thin disc moves closer to the BH. This is illustrated by Fig. 9(b).
Thus, a smaller Rtrans signifies a cooling/thin-disc-dominated flow,
while a larger Rtrans indicates that the flow is dominated by a hot
radiatively inefficient corona.

4 A M O D E L FO R B L AC K H O L E TR A N S I E N T S

In previous sections we established the condition for the formation
of a thin disc and showed how cooling and viscous evolution bring
about state transitions. In this section we show the results of a single
simulation with α = 0.1 and initial density ρ0 = 109mp g cm−3 (Run
A.1n9), which demonstrates the complete transition from a RIAF
to a cold thin disc and back to a RIAF. Previous works, like ours,
have identified the low-hard and high-soft states with a RIAF and a
geometrically thin blackbody disc, respectively, but have not studied
the time evolution of BH transients in detail (e.g. Esin, McClintock
& Narayan 1997).

We initialize a hot RIAF with T ∼ 1010 K everywhere (Fig. 10a).
This initial condition is obtained by evolving a ρ0 = 109mp g cm−3

torus initial condition for several orbits. The cooling time is long
in this case due to the low density, and hence there is no signature
of a thin disc. Next, we add mass (after about 0.02 orbits at R0)
to the flow according to the density source term in equation (13).
Fig. 10(b) shows the onset of cold gas formation due to the increase
in density and the decrease in cooling time brought about by mass
addition. As the mass accumulates (much) faster than the accretion
time, the density of the flow keeps increasing and eventually a thin
cold disc (Fig. 10c) is formed which extends very close to the BH
("10Rg). The condensation of the initial thin disc occurs on the
fast cooling time-scale. The initial thin disc spreads inward on the
viscous time at the inner edge of the thin disc in Fig. 10(b).

Once a steady thin disc is formed (after about 11 orbits), we stop
the mass addition and the disc is simply allowed to evolve viscously.

α=0.01
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We include the source terms Sρ for mass and rS vjet ˆr for the
radial momentum to drive AGN jets (vjet is the velocity which
the jet matter is put in).3 These source terms and the cooling
term (in Equation (3)) are applied in an operator-split fashion.
The mass and momentum source terms are approximated
forward in time and centered in space. The cooling term is
applied using a semi-implicit method described in Equations
(7) of McCourt et al. (2012).

Our simulations do not include physical processes like star
formation and supernova feedback. Star formation may deplete
some of the cold gas available in the cores (see Li et al. 2015),
but this is unlikely to change our results for a realistic model of
star formation. Supernova feedback is energetically subdomi-
nant compared to AGN feedback, and cannot realistically
suppress cluster cooling flows (e.g., Saro et al. 2006). We only
include the most relevant physical processes, namely cooling
and AGN jet feedback, in our present simulations.

2.1. Jet Implementation

Jets are implemented in the active domain by adding mass
and momentum source terms as shown in Equations (1) and
(2). The source terms are negligible outside a small biconical
region centered at the origin around 0, ,q p= mimicking mass
and momentum injection by fast bipolar AGN jets.

The density source term is implemented as

S r M r, , ,jet( ) ˙ ( )&q y q=r

where Mjet˙ is the single-jet mass loading rate,
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that describes the spatial distribution of the source term which
falls smoothly to zero outside the small biconical jet region of
radius rjet and half-opening angle .jetq We smooth the jet source
terms in space because the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability is
known to be suppressed due to numerical diffusion in a fast
flow if the shear layer is unresolved (e.g., Robertson
et al. 2010). The normalization factor

r

3
2 1 cosjet

3
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=
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ensures that the total mass added due to jets per unit time is
M2 .jet˙ All our simulations use the following jet parameters:

0.05 kpc,rs = 6,jetq p= and 0.05.s =q The jet source region
with an opening angle of 30°may sound large but we get
similar results with narrower jets. Also, the fast jet extends well
beyond the source region and is much narrower (c.f. third panel

in Figure 1). The jet radius rjet is scaled with the halo mass; i.e.,

r
M
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The jet mass-loading rate is calculated from the current mass
accretion rate (Macc˙ ) evaluated at the inner radial boundary such
that the increase in the jet kinetic energy is a fixed fraction of
the energy released via accretion; i.e.,

M v M c . 6jet jet
2

acc
2˙ ˙ ( )�=

We choose the jet velocity v 3 10jet
4= ´ km s−1 (0.1 c; c is

the speed of light); such fast velocities are seen in X-ray
observations of small-scale outflows in radio galaxies (Tombesi
et al. 2010). The jet efficiency (ò; our fiducial value is
6 × 10−5) accounts for both the fraction of the infalling mass at
the inner boundary (at 1 kpc for the cluster runs) that is accreted
by the SMBH and for the fraction of accretion energy that is
channeled into the jet kinetic energy. Our results are insensitive
to a reasonable variation in jet parameters (v ,jet r ,jet ,jetq ,rs sq),
but depend on the jet efficiency (ò).
Like Gaspari et al. (2012), the jet energy is injected only in

the form of kinetic energy; we do not add a thermal energy
source term corresponding to the jet. We note that Li & Bryan
(2014b) have shown that the core evolution does not depend
sensitively on the manner in which the feedback energy is
partitioned into kinetic or thermal form. Another difference
from previous approaches, which use few grid points to inject
jet mass/energy, is that our jet injection region is well-
resolved.

2.2. Grid, Initial, and Boundary Conditions

Most AGN feedback simulations evolved for cosmological
timescales (e.g., Gaspari et al. 2012; Li & Bryan 2014a) use
Cartesian grids with mesh refinement. However, we use
spherical coordinates with a logarithmically spaced grid in
radius, and equal spacing in θ and f. The advantage of a
spherical coordinate system is that it gives fine resolution at
smaller scales without a complex algorithm. Perhaps more
importantly, a spherical setup allows for 2D axisymmetric
simulations which are much faster and capture a lot (but not all)
of essential physics.
We perform our simulations in spherical coordinates with

0 ,- -q p 0 2 ,- -f p and r rmin - - r ,max with

r
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According to self similar scaling, we have scaled all length
scales in our simulations (inner/outer radii r r ,min max r200, jet
radius rjet) as M .200

1 3

We apply outflow boundary conditions (gas is allowed to
leave the computational domain but prevented from entering it)
at the inner radial boundary. We fix the density and pressure at
the outer radial boundary to the initial value and prevent gas
from leaving or entering through the outer boundary. Reflective
boundary conditions are applied in θ (with the sign of vf
flipped) and periodic boundary conditions are used in f. We
noticed that cold gas has a tendency to artificially “stick” at the
θ boundaries (mainly in 2D axisymmetric simulations) for our

3 We have also carried out narrow-jet simulations with momentum injection
in the vertical z[ˆ] direction, but do not find much difference from our runs with
momentum injection in the radial [r̂ ; see Equation (2)] direction.
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r-θ slices

Figure 1. Pressure (upper panel), electron number density (middle panel), and temperature (lower panel) contour plots (R–z plane at 0f = ) in the core at different
times for the 3D fiducial run. The density is cutoff at the maximum and the minimum contour level shown. The low-density bubbles/cavities are not symmetric and
there are signatures of mixing in the core. The left panel corresponds to a time just before a cooling time in the core. The second panel from the left shows cold gas
dredged up by the outgoing jets. The rightmost panel shows infalling extended cold clouds. The pressure maps show the weak outer shock, but the bubbles/cavities so
prominent in the density/temperature plot are indiscernible in the pressure map, implying that the bubbles are in pressure equilibrium and buoyant. Also notice the
outward-propagating sound waves in the two middle pressure panels in which the jet is active. The infalling/rotationally supported cold gas has a much lower
temperature and pressure than the hot phase. The arrows in the temperature plots denote the projected gas velocity unit vectors.
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times for the 3D fiducial run. The density is cutoff at the maximum and the minimum contour level shown. The low-density bubbles/cavities are not symmetric and
there are signatures of mixing in the core. The left panel corresponds to a time just before a cooling time in the core. The second panel from the left shows cold gas
dredged up by the outgoing jets. The rightmost panel shows infalling extended cold clouds. The pressure maps show the weak outer shock, but the bubbles/cavities so
prominent in the density/temperature plot are indiscernible in the pressure map, implying that the bubbles are in pressure equilibrium and buoyant. Also notice the
outward-propagating sound waves in the two middle pressure panels in which the jet is active. The infalling/rotationally supported cold gas has a much lower
temperature and pressure than the hot phase. The arrows in the temperature plots denote the projected gas velocity unit vectors.
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4 OV E RV I E W O F G A S DY NA M I C S
AN D MA IN R ESU LTS

Before we embark on a quantitative study of the simulation results,
we present several snapshots from the simulations that illustrate
graphically the nature of the gas flow. In particular, here we dis-
cuss the overall gas dynamics for two simulations that typify the
extremes of behaviour that we find – S30 and S35 (cf. Table 1).
Both simulations have an initial rotation velocity vrot = 0.3 which
results in a mean circularization radius of rcirc = 0.019 (see Sec-
tion 5.1). Simulation S30 has no imposed turbulence. Simulation
S35 has turbulence characterized by vturb ≡ ⟨vturblent⟩ = 1, implying
that gas turbulent motions are of the order of the velocity dispersion
in the bulge.

4.1 A shell with no initial turbulence

Our no-turbulence initial condition acts as a base comparison for the
simulations with seeded turbulence. Fig. 1 shows the gas column
density and the velocity field in a sliced projection for the simulation
S30 at t = 0.06. For projection along the z-axis, the gas column
density is calculated by

!(x, y) =
! z(x,y)

−z(x,y)
ρ(x, y) dz , (6)

where in the case of Figs 1 and 3, z(x, y) = 0.02.
Fig. 1 shows the gas flow at an early time, both an edge-on (the

left-hand panel of the figure) as well as a top-down projection of the
shell (the right-hand panel). Due to non-zero angular momentum,
gas in the shell is quickly pushed aside from the axis of symmetry,
opening a cylindrical cavity. Initially gas falls closer to the centre of
the potential than its circularization radius, a consequence of highly

eccentric orbits. As gas moves inside rcirc, centrifugal force exceeds
gravitational force. Interaction with neighbouring gas streams re-
sults in ‘radial’ shocks in the xy plane.

A further set of shocks occurs due to gas initially moving super-
sonically in the vertical direction. As the gas from above the z =
0 plane collides with the gas falling in from below the plane, the
particles are shocked and accumulate at z = 0 due to symmetry,
forming a disc. These two sets of shocks mix gas with different an-
gular momentum. We shall discuss this interesting effect in greater
detail below.

The overall dynamics of the simulation are thus relatively simple:
angular momentum conservation and symmetry dictate the forma-
tion of a geometrically thin disc in the plane of symmetry of the
shell. Accretion of gas on to the SMBH would be expected to pro-
ceed in an accretion disc mode, if at all – realistic models show that
star formation time-scales are much shorter than viscous times, de-
pleting the disc of gas before it can feed the SMBH (e.g. Goodman
2003; Nayakshin & Cuadra 2005; Nayakshin, Cuadra & Springel
2007).

We note that our particular choice of velocity field, namely a
constant azimuthal velocity, when combined with a spherical shell,
could be viewed as a somewhat peculiar initial condition. As we
have mentioned, the constant vφ condition means that the polar
regions of the shell are quickly evacuated, the gas here spiralling
outwards in cylindrical radius to encounter gas falling in with dif-
ferent angular momenta, and mixing with the latter. In fact what
we are modelling here is the simplest case of a flow that undergoes
an angular momentum redistribution shock. We shall go into more
detail on the consequences of this in Section 5, but for now we make
the point that such a flow is likely to occur when gas is accreting in
a stochastic fashion on large scales, perhaps as a result of a merger.
The strong mixing of the gas with different angular momenta is

Figure 1. Edge-on sliced projection (see Section 4.1) of the gas flow at time t = 0.06 in the simulation S30 (left) and top-down projection (right). The gas
falls in on eccentric orbits, giving rise to a radial shock that propagates outwards as the disc forms.
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Figure 3. Edge-on sliced projection of the gas flow at time t = 0.06 in the simulation S35 (left) and top-down projection (right). The velocity field appears far
more isotropic than in Fig. 1, although an imprint of the imposed net rotation can still be seen.

Figure 4. Accretion rate versus time for simulations S30–S37. Line styles
represent different strengths of the mean turbulent velocity vturb: 0 (black
solid), 0.1 (black dotted) 0.2 (black dashed), 0.3 (black dot-dashed) 0.5
(brown dot-dot-dashed), 1.0 (red long dashed), 1.5 (pink dotted) and 2.0
(blue dashed). The initial rotation velocity was vrot = 0.3. This plot ex-
emplifies the main result of the paper: the accretion rate on the black hole
strongly increases with increasing levels of turbulence when rotation is
present (see Section 4.3).

used for the circularization radius of gas with a given z-projection
of specific angular momentum, lz. The requirement lz ≤ lacc =
(GMbhracc)1/2 singles out a cylinder with a cross-sectional radius
of r1 =

!
x2 + y2 < lacc/vrot. The intersection of this cylinder

with the shell rin ≤ r ≤ rout has the volume 2πr2
1(rout − rin). For

the shell the fraction of the volume that can be accreted is then

given by the ratio of this volume to the total volume of the shell,
(4π/3) (r3

out − r3
in) ∼ (4π/3) r3

out:

facc ∼ 3GMbhracc(rout − rin)
2v2

rotr
3
out

. (9)

For example, for rout = 0.1, rin = 0.03 and vrot = 0.1 this gives
f acc = 0.1, and at vrot = 0.3 we have f acc ≈ 10−2 (note that G = 1 in
code units).

The latter analytical estimate yields accreted mass ηaccMshell ≈
5 × 105 M⊙, whereas Fig. 4 shows that the actually measured value
to late times is ∼103 M⊙. The analytical estimate thus significantly
overpredicts the amount of accretion.

5.2 Shock mixing of gas: ring formation and end to accretion

Fig. 5 explains why our simple analytical theory did not work.
Here we plot the distribution of gas in simulation S30 over the
z component of the angular momentum vector of particles, lz, at
three different times. The initial distribution is spread over a broad
range of values, with a small but non-negligible fraction of gas
having lz < lacc ≈ 0.003, e.g. the angular momentum of the circular
orbit at rin. In our analytical estimate we assumed that this gas
accretes on to the black hole. However, this is not what happens. The
distribution of angular momentum at the later time, t = 0.2, shows
a strong radial mixing of gas with different angular momentum.
The angular momentum distribution narrows due to shocks and
eventually becomes a highly peaked Gaussian-like ring.

Note that the deficit of gas in the innermost r ! 0.01 region in
the second curve in Fig. 5 is caused not by the SMBH accretion but
by the shocks described above. Low angular momentum gas shocks
and mixes with high angular momentum material before it has a
chance to travel into the SMBH capture region, r ≤ rin. The mixing
continues to late times and the peak in the angular momentum
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Feeding SMBHs through supersonic turbulence and ballistic accretion 13

Figure 13. Face-on projection of the disc that forms by t = 0.418 with no turbulence (left) and mean vturb = 1.0 (right). The initial
rotation velocity for both was vrot = 0.3.

Figure 14. Slices of the CND (using tan ζ = 2/5) formed with no turbulence and with mean vturb = 1.0, both for vrot = 0.3 at t=0.418

large angular momentum, so the small angle approximation
we made in §5.1 is violated.

The observed Σ ∝ r−3/2 dependence in the inner disc
is another piece of simple but convincing evidence that the
ballistic accretion approximation that we made in §6.1.2 is
a reasonable one for the innermost region of the flow.

6.2.8 Vertical structure

Figure 14 showed edge-on projections of the disc for the
simulation S30 (no turbulence) and (S35) initial turbulent
velocity vturb = 1. It is clear that the vertical stucture of the
disc is actually rather complex, especially beyond r ∼ 0.02
region. This is intuitively to be expected as the dynamical
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Figure 2. Projected gas column density in simulation S35 at time
t = 0.02, before gas has had a chance to accrete on the SMBH.
Note the formation of multiple thin and dense filaments due to
convergent turbulent velocity flows.

velocity (and thus angular momentum) but different levels
of initial turbulence. This demonstrates the main result of
our study. The accretion rate onto the SMBH strongly cor-
relates with the strength of the imposed turbulence. The
accretion rate increases rapidly with increasing vturb while
vturb ≪ vrot, but then saturates at an approximately con-
stant level for vturb >∼ vrot. The main qualitative explanation
of the simulations is that turbulence decreases the degree
to which gas with different angular momentum mixes, and
creates gas streams with small angular momentum. In par-
ticular,

• At low vturb ≪ vrot, an increase in the turbulent ve-
locity leads to greater variations in the density fluctuations
that are created by the turbulent velocity flows before gas
circularises (cf. Figure 2). Greater density contrasts decrease
the amount of angular momentum mixing, resulting in a disc
rather than a narrow ring. The inner edge of the disc lies
closer to the accretion radius of the simulations and hence
feeds the SMBH more efficiently.

• At vturb ∼ vrot, random initial velocity fields set some
gas on orbits with a vanishingly small angular momen-
tum compared with the mean in the shell. The turbulent
“kick velocity” in this case almost cancels the mean ro-
tation for these regions. Since these regions move against
the mean flow, they are also those that get strongly com-
pressed. Reaching high densities, they continue to move
on nearly ballistic trajectories, impacting the innermost re-
gion on randomly oriented orbits. Accretion in this regime
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Figure 4. Accretion rate versus time for simulations S30–S37.
This plot exemplifies the main result of the paper: the accretion
rate on the black hole strongly increases with increasing levels of
turbulence when rotation is present (see §4.3).

is “chaotic” (King & Pringle, 2007) rather than large-scale
disc-dominated.

We shall spend the rest of the paper investigating these
results in more depth, suggesting and testing analytical ex-
planations for the observed trends.

5 WITHOUT TURBULENCE: WHY

“LAMINAR” ACCRETION IS SO LOW

5.1 Analytical estimates based on circularisation

of gas

We shall now argue that the accretion rate of the simulation
S30, the one with rotation velocity vrot = 0.3 and no initial
turbulence, is surprisingly low compared with a straightfor-
ward and seemingly natural theoretical estimate.

Let us start by estimating the fraction of gas that should
be accreted by the SMBH in our simulations. Specific an-
gular momentum of gas determines how close to the SMBH
it circularises. The angular momentum of a circular orbit is
given by l = [GM(r)r]1/2. Using equation 1, one can ob-
tain a general solution for the circularisation radius, rcirc,
for a given value of specific angular momentum l. We give it
in two extremes. If rcirc ≪ rcore, the point-mass Keplerian
value applies:

rcirc =
l2

GMbh
. (7)

In the opposite case, rcirc > rcore, we have

rcirc =

!

al2

GMa
+

M2
bha

2

4M2
a

"1/2

− Mbha
2Ma

, (8)

which simplifies to rcirc ≈ l[a/GMa]
1/2 for rcirc ≫ rcore,

when the second and the last terms on the right hand side
of the equation are small.

We now make the simplest possible assumption here by
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Figure 15. Azimuthally-averaged surface density versus radius
for runs S50-S57 at time t = 0.418. Coloured curves correspond
to simulations with different levels of mean turbulent velocity, as
in Figure 9. The red line above the curves shows the theoretically
expected (un-normalised) power law Σ ∝ r−3/2.

time is longest at larger radii, and therefore circularisation
and decay of vertical velocity dispersion in the disc should
take longer here. We can further quantify this by assuming
that the vertical velocity dispersion is pumped at the rate at
which the matter is brought in. Generation of momentum
due to turbulence will therefore be described by ṗturb ∼
Σ̇vcirc. These motions should decay on the local dynamical
time, r/vcirc. Assuming a steady-state allows us to estimate
the vertical velocity dispersion as σvert ∼ voutr/rout, where
vout is the circular velocity at rout. Therefore, the expected
disc aspect ratio in the outer parts (where the potential is
isothermal) is H/R ∼ r/rout ∝ r.

We can calculate a dynamical, azimuthally-averaged
disc scaleheight for the circumnuclear disc that forms by
using the projection of the velocity dispersion along the ‘ver-
tical’ direction for each annulus i.e., the mean angular mo-
mentum vector in each case. We therefore set,

H2 =
r3σ2

vert(r)
GMenc(r)

(29)

where Menc(r) is the enclosed mass at r, σvert(r) is the ‘ver-
tical’ velocity dispersion at r. Figure 16 plots ratios H/r as
functions of radius for simulations S50-S57. The solid line is
for simulation S50, for which no initial turbulence is present.
It is notable that the disc formed by the flow in this case
is geometrically much thinner than in all the cases S51-S57.
Among the turbulent cases, the general trend in H/r is ex-
actly as predicted above. The large scatter is explained by a
strong time dependence: the disc is being stirred by strong
waves that would eventually circularise the disc.

In the region inside r = 0.01, however, the observed
dependence H/r is flat while the analytical expectation is
H/r ∝ r3/2. We note that the vertical disc scale height is
much larger than the SPH smoothing length, implying that
the result inside r = 0.01 is not due to under resolving of
that region. We believe that the larger than expected vertical
scale height is due to dynamical heating of the inner disc by
the waves already noted at larger radii. Indeed, the inner

0.01
r [kpc]

0.01

0.10

1.00

H
/r

Figure 16. Dependence of vertical disc scaleheight, H/r, versus
radius, for all levels of turbulence, with vrot = 0.5 (S50-S57), at
time t=0.418. Line styles of the curves are the same as in Figure
9. The red line above the curves shows the theoretically expected
result, for the (un-normalised) slope H/r ∝ r.

disc is far less massive than the outer one, and any waves
present in the outer region have to either dissipate or get
reflected in this region.

7 ACCRETION INSIDE THE CAPTURE

RADIUS

While we cannot resolve the hydrodynamics of gas within
the accretion radius, racc (1 pc for most of the simulations
presented here), we track both the mass and the angular mo-
mentum of the particles that are captured. We can therefore
calculate the mean angular momentum of the gas that set-
tled inside racc. If the disc viscous time is comparable or
longer than the duration of our simulations, which is likely
(e.g., Nayakshin & Cuadra, 2005), then the direction of the
mean angular momentum of the gas captured within racc
region is related to that of the sub-parsec disc. Note that in
principle the disc can be warped and then its structure is
more complex (Lodato et al 2009).

Figure 17 shows the evolution of the direction of the
mean specific angular momentum for the gas particles ac-
creted inside racc in the simulation S30 (left panel, no initial
turbulence) and S37 (right panel, vturb = 2). The latter sim-
ulation is initialised with the highest levels of turbulence we
considered in this paper, and therefore the effects of disc
plane rotation are the strongest. The “north pole” in the di-
agram corresponds to a specific angular momentum vector
oriented along the z-axis. Clearly, there is negligible devia-
tion from that direction for the “laminar” simulation S30, as
expected. For the simulation S37, however, there is a com-
plicated time evolution of the innermost disc direction. At
one point the disc appears to be completely counter-aligned
to the mean angular momentum of the shell.

The accretion disc “plane wandering” at r <∼ racc should
also be seen in the larger scale flow of gas. Figure 18 shows
the innermost r = 0.005 region for the simulation S37 at
time t = 0.072. We can clearly see here that the disc in

[Hobbs et al. 2011]
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Figure 15. Accretion with heating, cooling and turbulence (M ∼ 0.35):
volume-weighted ratio of the cooling time and free-fall time for the hot
phase in radial shells (T > 0.1 keV; every 2 Myr). The threshold of ∼10
marks the point where the condensation of extended cold gas becomes
possible (100 pc–8 kpc). The dropout of cold gas out of the hot phase results
in a steady increase of this ratio, since tcool of the more tenuous hot gas
becomes longer.

the clouds). This value of the cooling to free-fall time ratio is the
threshold that approximately corresponds to the onset of non-linear
cold gas condensation (Gaspari et al. 2012b; Sharma et al. 2012).
Instabilities form whenever this ratio falls below the threshold in a
certain region, hence setting the scale of the local cloud. The over-
all active TI radius roughly corresponds to the size of the hot gas
entropy core; the TI-ratio is indeed directly traced by the entropy
profile, except where the BH potential dominates.

We note that turbulence acts as an effective diffusive process, like
thermal conduction, preventing most of the TI to reach the smallest
resolution (and thus helping convergence; Section 7.5). The usually
tiny Field length (1965) – the smallest scale of TI collapse set by
conduction in the absence of stratification – may thus not be relevant
in this context.

After 40 Myr, the dropout of the cold gas from the hot phase
causes the ambient medium to become progressively more tenuous,
leading to tcool/tff ! 10 at all radii, with a shallower hot gas en-
tropy core. The growth of new cold clouds is inhibited, since in this
regime buoyancy dominates the dynamics exciting gravity waves
and following convective stability. At this point, a strong AGN feed-
back event will likely be triggered due to the cold accretion of the
previously formed clouds, followed by a phase of slight overheating
(Section 6). Consequently, the feedback input will rapidly decrease,
allowing cooling to lower tcool/tff and to start the loop again (see
Gaspari et al. 2012b for a detailed analysis of the self-regulated
feedback cycle over several Gyr).

The presence of heating has the effect to sustain the temperature
radial profile at large radii. In fact, the T profile remains adher-
ent to the initial condition over several kpc (∼107 K), while in
the cooling-only unperturbed case it is steadily declining. Remov-
ing the contribution to the profiles from the cold gas via emission
weighting results in a roughly constant temperature profile (Fig. 14,
bottom-right panel). The X-ray emission-weighted density profile
(not projected) demonstrates that the temporal fluctuations15 are
larger compared with the fluctuations in the no-heating case, espe-
cially within the inner 100 pc (bottom-left panel).

15 The spatial variations are significantly smeared out by the large radial
bins, commonly used also in observational analysis.

We emphasize that current X-ray telescopes – typically resolving
radii !1 kpc (except for few nearby galaxies) – have severe difficulty
in determining the mode of accretion via the Tew and ne profiles (cf.
the magnitude of errors in Wong et al. 2011). Fig. 14 also shows
that extrapolating the observed profiles from kpc scales (e.g. Allen
et al. 2006) is misleading, since the X-ray profiles resemble Bondi
hot accretion, while the accretion rates and dynamics could be
profoundly different (the same is valid for the adiabatic case with
turbulence in Section 6).

7.3 Dynamics: chaotic cold accretion

The temperature and density maps clearly reveal that accretion in a
realistic astrophysical situation is cold and chaotic. This is a crucial
result with important implications for the evolution of galaxies,
groups and clusters (Section 9).

Fig. 16 shows a representative example of the temperature (top)
and density (bottom) distribution. After few cooling times, the evo-
lution reaches equilibrium in the statistical sense. Thermal instabili-
ties quickly enter the non-linear regime and extended cold filaments

Figure 16. Accretion with heating, cooling and turbulence (M ∼ 0.35). Both
maps show representative snapshots of the temperature (top) and density
(bottom) distribution, with the velocity field overlaid. The mode of accretion
is cold and chaotic, driven by frequent collisions and tidal motions between
the cold clouds, extended filaments and the central intermittent torus. These
strong interactions reduce the angular momentum of the cold gas, leading
to the boost of Ṁ•.
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Figure 12. Adiabatic accretion with subsonic turbulence (M ∼ 0.35): mid-
plane temperature cut (cf. Fig. 3). The stochastic nature of turbulence and
the driven turbulent eddies are evident.

severe consequences in less bound systems (Gaspari et al. 2012a),
and turbulent velocities may easily reach M ! 1, given the lower gas
sound speed. Sgr A∗ and NGC 3115 might be two exemplary cases
(Wong et al. 2011). Finally, this run demonstrates that the radiative
cooling, in combination with turbulence (and heating; see below),
is the main cause of the dramatic boosts of matter channelled to the
very centre, compared with the Bondi expectation.

7 AC C R E T I O N W I T H H E ATI N G , C O O L I N G
A N D T U R BU L E N C E

Hot gas in galaxies, groups, and clusters is not only cooling but
it also appears to be kept in quasi-thermodynamical equilibrium.
The main heating mechanism that prevents catastrophic cooling is
likely AGN feedback, possibly helped by mergers, conduction and
stellar evolution. The SMBH acts as a thermostat, triggering AGN
outflows/jets, and subsequent buoyant bubbles, shocks and turbulent
motions (Section 2.5). The latter phenomena are able to efficiently
thermalize the kinetic energy, and to isotropically heat the medium
(Gaspari et al. 2012b). The next step in increasing the level of
realism of our model is thus to include spatially distributed global
heating. As our intention is to implement physics that is applicable
to a range of situations, we use a simple heating prescription that,
in agreement with observations, guarantees global average balance
of heating and cooling. In this model, the gas is globally thermally
stable, which does not preclude the possibility of the development
of local TI (Section 2.5). In addition to heating, the simulation
discussed in this section includes cooling and turbulence at the
level identical to that considered in the previous section (σ v ∼ 150–
180 km s−1, M ∼ 0.35), with all other key parameters remaining
unchanged. Recall that for these velocities, the energy injection
due to the dissipation of turbulent motions is negligible compared
with the cooling rate. In Section 7.4, we experiment with stronger
stirring.

7.1 Accretion and cooling rate

The evolution of the accretion rate reveals the multiphase structure
of the flow (Fig. 13). Before a cooling time ("7 Myr), most of
the accreted gas is hot (T > 106 K): the Ṁ• evolution is smooth
and tends to slowly decline due to the driven turbulent motions
(cf. Section 6), falling below the rate observed in the unperturbed

Figure 13. Accretion with heating, cooling and turbulence (M ∼ 0.35):
evolution of the accretion and cooling rate (cf. Fig. 4; top two panels have
a fast average of 0.1 Myr). Even in the presence of heating, which reduces
the average cooling rate, the accretion rate is still boosted by TI up to two
orders of magnitude, compared with the Bondi prediction. The accreted hot
gas remains always below 5 per cent of the accreted cold phase.

adiabatic case, Ṁ• ∼ 0.08 M⊙ yr−1. From 7 Myr onwards, TI be-
comes exponentially non-linear and cold clouds condense out of the
hot phase progressively boosting the accretion rate. Consequently,
the accreted hot gas remains below 5 per cent of the accreted cold
phase throughout the rest of the evolution.
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instantaneous Mdot can be up to 100 time the Bondi value 
based on sims with idealized turbulence, what abt with jets?



cold l-distr in jet sims

our jet-ICM simulations show that stochastic  
cold accretion may be realized

Stochastic cold mode feedback with AGN jets 5
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Figure 2. Time averaged mass distribution of specific angular momentum (left panel is with |l
z

| and right with |l |) in our simulations.
Note that the slope of the mass distribution for all three simulations (both with |l

z

| and |l |) is very similar, indicating the robustness of
our results. At intermediate angular momenta the mass distributions scale roughly as dM/dl

z

/ l0
z

and dM/dl / l . Notice the sudden
rise in cold gas mass for specific angular momentum larger than the value corresponding to the inner radius (marked by green arrows).
This cold gas with large angular momentum corresponds to the massive rotationally supported torus seen in our simulations. Also note
that the mass with very small |l | is much smaller than with the gas with very small |l

z

|; this is because the gas with small |l
z

| has larger
|l
x

| and |l
y

| components (see Fig. 3).
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Figure 3. Time averaged cold Ṁ (cold gas crossing the inner
simulation domain) distribution (pdf) of |l

x

|, |l
y

|, |l
z

| and |l |
for the NFW run with rin = 1 kpc. The slopes are similar to the
mass distributions in Fig. 2. The pdf cuts o↵ at l larger than the
specific angular momentum corresponding to the inner bound-
ary of the simulation because the higher angular momentum gas
forms the rotationally supported torus and does not cross the in-
ner boundary. Not only are the l

x

, l
y

and l
z

pdfs are similar, the
clockwise and anti-clockwise pdfs are also very similar. This im-
plies that the angular momentum distribution of cold gas crossing
the inner boundary is almost isotropic.

3 COLD VERSUS HOT FEEDBACK:
OBSERVATIONS CONFRONT
SIMULATIONS

The mass accretion rate on to the SMBH in the hot/Bondi
accretion is strongly dependent on the mass of the SMBH
(Eq. 2). The cold gas mass at a given time, in this scenario,
is expected to be proportional to the mass accretion rate,
and hence, / M2

BHT�3/2
keV . Figure 6, adapted from McNamara,

Rohanizadegan, & Nulsen (2011), shows the cold gas mass
as a function of the SMBH mass for di↵erent groups and
clusters. The observations do not show a strong correlation
(anticorrelation) between the SMBH mass (cluster temper-
ature) and the mass of molecular gas. In fact, the largest
molecular gas mass occurs in the hottest cluster, unlike what
is expected from T�3/2

keV scaling (we assume the temperature
of the hot gas at the Bondi radius to scale with the X-ray
temperature as X-ray spectra do not show gas below twice
the cluster temperature; e.g., Peterson et al. 2003). There is
a large scatter, irrespective of the SMBH mass and the clus-
ter temperature, a hallmark of cold mode feedback which is
stochastic and shows cooling and heating cycles (Prasad et
al. 2015; Li et al. 2015).

Figure 7 shows the Bondi-power (PB = 0.1ṀBc2, where
ṀB is given by Eq. 2), with the density extrapolated to the
Bondi radius using two di↵erent best-fit models applied from
rin to 10 kpc: a power-law [PL] model; a � model with the
hot gas density going like n0[1 + (r/r0)2]�3�/2. Also shown
is the instantaneous value of feedback power, ✏ Ṁinc2 (Ṁin
is the total [hot+cold] accretion rate measured at the inner
radius rin). PS: must mention at what radius are the
PL and beta models are fit.
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4 ASTROPHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS
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Figure 6. Molecular gas mass in centers of cool groups and clus-
ters, obtained using CO observations, as a function of the SMBH
mass. The filled circles represent detections and the triangles are
upper limits. The cluster temperature is represented by color (ob-
tained from Cavagnolo et al. 2009). There is a large scatter in
the molecular gas mass for a given SMBH mass. Three vertical
lines on extreme right denote the range of cold gas mass in our
three simulations. A vertical line and an upper limit in extreme
left are obtained from the simulations of Li et al. (2015) with
feedback e�ciency of 0.01 and 0.001 (bottom panels of their Figs.
2 & 7); unlike us, they model the depletion of cold gas due to star
formation.

SahasraT cluster on which some of our runs were carried
out.
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Summary
• a scenario to explain q-plot: which process adds hot 

gas? predicts transition back to quiet state at constant 
L; much more to know: QPOs, jets, disk winds,… 

• cold cloud feedback drives radio mode feedback; 
cool core cycles 

• next frontier: feeding SMBH from ~1 kpc to 10-3 pc; 
angular momentum cancellation; H/R of turbulent 
disks; fragmentation/SF; state of multiphase inflow as 
it moves deeper in;…

Thank You


